
PackBack creates zero waste 
takeout and delivery with their circular network that

enables reuse of reusables (5). They have set up systems
in five cities in the Netherlands and work closely with a
variety of partners, such catering companies, office and

universities. PackBack have derived to specific CEPI, which
help to pinpoint the success and room for improvement
within their functioning (1). Most prominent CEPI have

been the amount of CO2 emissions, number of
employees, and revenue generated, representing the

environmental, social, and business dimensions (1). Their
success with the CEPI has allowed them to secure a

number of investors, start new types of circular networks,
strategically innovate and grow their business. However,
PackBack recognises the need for wider implementation

and  recognition of these CEPI for further
 shift towards circularity (1).

 

First, the business level CEPI should be 
developed by tailoring the exiting CEPI from 

other areas(2,3,6,7). Scholars have hypothesised that
 the most fitted would be to translate the multi-

dimensional and systematic EU CEPI to the business level
(6). This has been proven true also in the PackBack case (1).
Second, businesses should adopt these CEPI as a key tool

for guiding theirs business actions. The CEPI would indicate
where within the business more efforts are needed and
convince other businesses and partners to implement

circularity, as the benefits would be clearly presented (6). 
 Therefore, business level CEPI would not only allow

businesses to move to the next level of corporate
responsibility, from active to proactive (10), 
but also create governmental and societal 

shift towards circularity (2), event
 in times of crisis, such as 

a pandemic (1).
 
 

 

      Worlds waste generated continues 
to increase (8), leading to a great number of 
environment and human health issues (9). 

Therefore, shift away from "take-make-dispose" towards a
more long lasting approach- circular economy- is crucial.

Business are a significant part of this transformation.
However, there are no defined circular economy 

 performance indicators (CEPI) for business level (3,6,7).
Although there are developed CEPI on the macro level,

especially praised ones defined by the European Union (6),
the micro business level continently fail to address the

systematic and strategic aspects of circularity (3,7). This is of
serious concern, as the lack of CEPI lead to contradictions,

inability to innovate, and absence of sustainable actions (6).
The importance of centralised CEPI has been 

recognised not only for circularity assessment, 
but also as a key element for sustainable 

development within businesses 
and governments (7).
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The PackBack developed CEPI are closely related to the
SDG. In a direct and indirect manner the PackBack

functioning therefore is guided to contribute to the SDG.
For example, the CO2 emissions reduction supports the

SDG 13.
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Partnerships are a crucial element in any circular business, as the
whole value chain needs to be aligned, limiting the waste created and

aiming to keep material value as long as possible. PackBack has a
number of significant financial and functional partnerships with the
key partner, such as investors, and customers. CEPI help to clearly

communicate the deliverable to partners and showcase the benefits of
going circular, therefore adding to the growth of PackBack and

popularity of circular economy (1).

As PackBack started its functioning some time before the Covid
pandemic began, the business and its CEPI has underwent a residence
test. On all four tiers, PackBack has strived to continuously be socially

responsible, whilst promoting circularity. When the world relied on
take out and disposable more than ever, PackBack continued to

expend to provide zero waste takeout, while being supportive of its
partners. The resistance and importance of CEPI proved to be of high,

as they made sure that important environmental deliverables are
reach even in these uncertain times. 
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Methodology 

 Extensive academic literature review was conducted, using key words, such as: 
circular economy;
circular economy performance indicators; 
circular business; and
circular key performance indicators.

  In depth research about PackBack was carried out by:
firstly, analysing the accessible data about PackBack on the internet of things;
secondly, carrying out interviews with the co-founder of PackBack, Tine Bakia, and the Erasmus University circularity pilot
manager, Ben van der Kemp.

Using the sustainable business model tools, further research of the case study was conducted by:
using the CANVAS+ model;
running a SWOT analysis;
adopting the resilience test; and
looking at partnering approaches. 

Used qualitative research strategy, with a case study of PackBack as the research design. To answer the research question, took a
number of steps:

1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.
a.
b.

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

These steps allowed to gain a deep understanding of the use of business level circular economy performance indicators in a case of
PackBack, as well as provide some indications of applicable indicators to other businesses.
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